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13. Can non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) be used to
keep the fact and substance of an investigation
confidential?

Belgium
Author: Nicolas Simon

In principle this is possible. However, these NDAs do have their limits and cannot prevent involved persons
from, for example, bringing a legal claim or filing a report if they are legally entitled to do so. Under
whistleblower rules, a reporter can even publish his or her complaint under certain circumstances.
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Greece
Author: Angeliki Tsatsi , Anna Pechlivanidi , Pinelopi Anyfanti , Katerina Basta

NDAs are an option, especially to outline in detail the obligations of the persons conducting the
investigation, which is also provided for in law. On the other hand, NDAs will not prevent persons involved
from providing information to the competent authorities in the context of criminal or other similar
procedures, where they must do so by law. Moreover, they may not protect confidentiality if persons who
report breaches of Union law decide to make an external or public report, according to the provisions of L.
4990/2022.
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Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

In addition to the above-mentioned statutory confidentiality obligations, separate non-disclosure
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agreements can be signed. In an internal investigation, the employee should be expressly instructed to
maintain confidentiality.
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Thailand
Author: Ratthai Kamolwarin , Norrapat Werajong

Non-disclosure agreements can be made between an employer and employees who are involved in an
investigation. This may include investigators and witnesses, apart from the employee under investigation.
This minimises the risk of information being leaked, which can affect all parties related to the workplace
investigation. However, an NDA is not absolute means to prevent the disclosure of confidential information,
as the court has the authority to compel disclosure.
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